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Hello girls!During this webquest we will:Identify the main events on the history of designApply a combination between design and
artUnderstand how design helps educationExplain the design thinking processHope this webquest help you to understand a little bit
better this week's topic!

Design is everywhere! But as everything in life there is an explanation about the development and the changes that we can see
during the time.Using this video&nbsp;and this short article&nbsp;as a reference, create a timeline with the most important highlights
of the story of design, make sure to include details and picture to support the information.Here you have some suggestions to make
your timeline

Sometimes when we haven't read about design and art we are not sure about the differences and common aspects that they have.
During this stage you will identify those factors.&nbsp;Using this article,&nbsp; create a Venn diagram with the most important
aspects of each field.&nbsp;Here you have a suggestion to use.

It is important to always be updated. Here are some news about design and education, find 2 news that according to your opinion are
relevant and share your opinion in the padlet specially created for your opinion, make sure to add images or support links.
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Design thinking process helps developing critical thinking and the ability to solve problems. As a process it has its own stages to
follow. As teachers it is important to identify the stages and how to promote them. Using this article as a resource, create a flowchart
using this suggested website.

This webquest was developed to help classmates to understand and identify history of education and its relationship between

education and art.
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